THE R I D E J U ST G ETS B ETTER

E NJ OYI N G TH E R I D E
FO R G E N E RATI O N S
Surrounded by oceans and dotted with spectacular lakes, rivers and fiords,
it is no wonder New Zealand is home to one of the world’s finest trailer boats.
For more than 70 years, our unwavering commitment to make the best riding,
strongest, most versatile boats has delivered memories that last a lifetime
for literally thousands of customers. A dedication to hull design, engineering
excellence and exceptional build integrity, has resulted in a range that is
unparalleled in performance, safety and comfort, and ensures every client
gets a boat built to endure, with a ride that can’t be bettered.

A RICH
H I STO RY

Haines Hunter hulls are renowned for performance. Their blue water pedigree
originated when John Haines enjoyed many years of successful powerboat
racing in his Deep V hulls – a design concept developed by Ray Hunt in the USA.
Hence the name Haines Hunter!
Having evolved from the well known Sea Craft brand, Haines Hunter New Zealand
has been 100% locally owned and operated since the early 1980s. Every boat
is made right here, for our conditions, where a calm and inviting sea can turn
choppy and uncomfortable in the blink off an eye. Combining time-honoured
craftsmanship with ongoing innovation, Haines Hunter will continue to evolve
while always providing rough water performance and stability at rest.

M O R E TO TH E R I D E
THAN M E ETS TH E EYE
Nothing compares to the ride of a Haines Hunter. When you
consider the company’s obsession with hull design, that comes as
no surprise. In a process pioneered by Haines Hunter, each and
every hull is made millimetre perfect. It’s the result of exacting
Computer Assisted Design, a painstaking manufacturing process,
and more than 70 years of development and refinement.

SO F T D RY
RIDE

STA B L E AT
REST

ECO N O M ICA L
O N F UEL

EXCEP TIO N A L
D UR A BILITY

SOFT, DRY RIDE

That’s why so many experienced boaties wouldn’t choose anything
over a Haines Hunter. If you value security at sea, a soft, dry ride
and a distinct lack of ‘slap’ or ‘bang’ as you progress through
water, it would pay to run your eye over one. We know you’ll like

SUPERIOR LIFT

what you see almost as much as the ride itself.
UNRIVALLED PERFORMANCE

D E E P V H U LL D E S I G N

A precise 21°, Haines Hunters Deep V provides the smoothest
possible ride because the hull knifes through waves rather than
pounding on them. The design also delivers greater fuel efficiency
while extracting superior agility and performance - even with
lower horsepower engines.
HAI N E S F LAI R

A trademark design feature, the hull’s distinctive flair keeps spray
out and ensures a more comfortable ride.
LO N G ITU D I NAL STRAKE S

Provide lift and throw spray away from the boat while ensuring it
BUILT TOUGH

also runs true in a following sea.
STAB I LITY AT R E ST

STABLE AT REST

21° DEEP V DESIGN

At anchor, a Haines Hunter hull’s low centre of gravity helps keep
the boat stable with less “rock ‘n’ roll.”

TH E HAI N E S H U NTE R
DIFFERENCE
For many decades Haines Hunter has built boats known for one thing above all, a feature
you can actually feel when you’re out on the water. The legendary Haines Hunter ride!

75 Y E ARS A N D
CO U NTI N G

B U ILT
TO L A ST

OPTIMAL US E
OF MATERIAL S

They say you can’t buy
experience but every
Haines Hunter comes with
more than 75 years of refined
design, construction and
testing built in. Our craftsmen
have passed on their skills from
one generation to the next,
embracing innovation along
the way, and cherry-picked
the best new technologies.
Of course, it also means
we’ve received decades of
customer feedback, which
is another reason why the
ride just gets better!

There’s a good reason why
you see so many seasoned
Haines Hunters out and about.
They’re built tough! In fact,
Haines has a significantly
higher fibre-to-resin ratio
in its hull construction than
most competitors - adding
strength and reducing weight.
What’s more, transoms, a
critical feature of any boat’s
construction, are built to
eliminate flex under load
– very reassuring when
you’re offshore in
challenging conditions.

On board a Haines Hunter,
everything you see, as well
as everything you don’t see,
has been selected for its high
quality and performance.
For example, decks and
bulkheads use a foam core
sandwiched between an inner
and outer skin. This technique
is used in high performance
racing boats and reduces
weight compared to other
construction methods –
improving fuel economy
without compromising
strength and durability.

Transom with added
durability and strength.

Structural GRP floors
provide superior strength
and cockpit space.

Coastguard CPC rated sealed
buoyancy compartments,
incredibly strong and rigid hull.

HANDL AID GRP
CONS TRUCTION

MADE IN
NEW ZEAL AND

SE CURI T Y
AT SE A

Hull construction is a highly
skilled craft that demands
attention to detail. That’s
why this integral structural
component of a Haines Hunter
is made from GRP, Glass
Reinforced Plastic, and
laid by hand. It’s a very
time-consuming process but
known to result in superior
strength, rigidity and longevity.

As well as being manufactured
in New Zealand, many fittings
and features aboard a Haines
Hunter are also sourced here.
Stainless rails, rod holders and
fuel tanks are all manufactured
by trusted local suppliers as
is the durable, comfortable
foam cushioning beneath the
seating. However, if we can’t
find it here, we’ll go to the
ends of the earth in search of
quality. Switches from the USA,
curved glass from Ireland; we
source the best wherever it is.

At Haines Hunter, safety comes
first. That’s why we pay so
much attention to the hull
design and the manufacturing
process. If there’s a stronger,
more rigid trailer boat on the
market, we’ve yet to see it.
In addition, all Haines Hunter
boats are built with sealed
buoyancy compartments and
are compliant with Marine
Industry Standards. No wonder
all our boats are Coastguard
CPC certified.

Until a better construction
method comes along, our
craftsmen will continue
to ply their trade in this
time-honoured fashion.
At Haines Hunter, there
are no short cuts.

Both forward and aft-facing passengers enjoy
secure support and comfort in the deluxe
back-to-back seats. Deeply padded, they’re
made of quality water-resistant foam cushioning,
hard-wearing marine grade upholstery,
and feature useful side pockets, as well as
generous storage space underneath.

ON E M AN, ON E B OAT

FITTINGS & FURNIS HIN G S

In an age when just about everything is made by machine, it’s nice
to know some things are still lovingly made by the hands of genuine
craftsmen. At Haines Hunter, one person takes responsibility during
the finishing process of each boat. This ensures attention to detail,
quality workmanship and engenders genuine pride of ownership
in the finished product.

To experienced boat owners, stepping aboard a Haines Hunter awakens
a feeling of quality. Underfoot, Ultralon decking is comfortable and offers
reassuring grip. The many standard fixtures, fittings and appointments
give a sense of understated quality. On the backrest and cushions,
Haines Hunter uses high-frequency welding instead of stitching.
This delivers superior moisture protection which means, basically, you’re
less likely to get a wet backside! Beneath the marine grade upholstery,
seats are constructed with long lasting heavy-duty foam that’s made to
retain its shape over time. Whether driving, or just sitting down to enjoy
lunch, you will experience the comfort of a Haines Hunter seat.

ERGONOMICS

ELECTRONICS

Ease of operation and comfort in all conditions is another thing that
distinguishes a Haines Hunter. For example, the helm presents excellent
all-round vision, whether you’re seated or standing, while instruments
are all placed within easy reach and cleverly protected from glare.
The moulded footrests are another welcome, trademark Haines Hunter
feature and skippers will appreciate that everyone aboard is taken care
of with seating that’s both comfortable and secure as well as handily
placed cup holders and phone chargers.

As you would expect, there’s no compromise when it comes to marine
electronics. At Haines Hunter, our relationship with leading manufacturers
ensures you get the very best options for fish finding, navigation, chart
plotting, communication and stereo entertainment. For more information,
visit haineshunter.co.nz or talk to your authorised Haines Hunter dealer.

AWAKE N AN EXC ITI N G N EW
PAS S I O N I N YO U R LI F E
Owning a Haines Hunter is a life-changing experience. Suddenly, you’ll look
for any excuse to be out on the water. The fish are biting. There’s a secluded
beach or a new island to discover. A fun day of water sports with friends.
Snorkelling or diving on a reef. A family holiday exploring Fiordland or the
Sounds. Or you just want to chill out after a busy week. The opportunities
are endless. However, while a Haines Hunter is designed to take you places,
it’s also designed as a great place to just ‘be.’ Perfect for just taking it easy
- or planning an exciting new adventure.

If you enjoy the added sense of freedom you get from open style boating,
you’ll love a Haines Hunter Sport Fisher. With a hull design that provides a
dry, soft ride, feel the wind in your hair and the sun on your back.

S OF T TOPS

Fishing, biscuiting, water skiing,
or just chilling with the family,
a Haines Hunter adapts to just
about any activity on water.

A W H O LE LOT TO LOVE
When it comes to versatility, a Haines Hunter Sport Fisher ticks all
the boxes. Sporty, practical, economical – with an ability to take your
enjoyment from relaxing to exciting in the blink of an eye. The soft
top offers protection from the elements – or it can be unzipped for
open air fun and entertaining. And their light weight and low centre
of gravity help soft tops perform with speed and agility while keeping
a lid on fuel costs. Haines Hunter options can further customise your
soft top to make your experience even more desirable.

SOFT TOP MODELS
SF485 / SF545 / SF545LE / SF635 / SF660 / SF725

“We have a SF545 which is a great family boat,
we do water sports and fishing from it. It has a
very reassuring ride which provides confidence
for family and friends who come out with us.
Our kids love spending time out and on the
water with their friends. Anything which keeps
them away from devices is a winner.”
JARED S

A day on the water with family
and friends is hard to beat!

E NJ OY TH E R I D E I N A S P O RT F I S H E R
The Haines Hunter Sport Fisher range of soft tops makes
boating a breeze - before, during and after a day on the
water. Easy to tow and launch, they maximise your leisure
time with family and friends. Ideal for water sports, their
flexibility lends itself to fishing, water skiing, towing kids in a
sea biscuit, or simply enjoying the thrill of a Haines Hunters
legendary ride. You can even appreciate a soft top at day’s
end when you simply fold it down for easy garaging.

Built for serious all weather adventure, Haines Hunter sets the standard for
versatile Hard Top trailer boats. All weather protection, genuine offshore
credentials, lock-up security, Haines Hunter Hard Tops deliver the goods.

HARD TOPS

The 725 can be specified
with an open (pictured) or
enclosed lock-up hardtop.

Large cockpit, removable
bait board and live bait tank
in transom. With long side
pockets and storage below
and behind the seats there’s
a place for everything.

A B OAT F O R ALL S EAS O N S
For owners who intend to spend a lot of their spare time boating all
four-seasons of the year, a hard top is hard to beat. You can plan a fishing
trip or an overnight adventure with family, safe in the knowledge that you
can protect yourself from the elements if the going gets rough. In addition,
a hard top allows you to easily add accessories like a cooker, toilet, fridge
or a radar dome – to name a few. In a Haines Hunter hard top, nothing can
prevent you from enjoyable boating all year-round.

HARD TOP MODELS
SP635 / SS660 / SP725 / SS725 / SE725

Choose from an Open or
Enclosed Lockable Cabin.

TH E B E ST O F B OTH WO R LD S
Now you have the ability to really get out and explore our oceans,
lakes, rivers and fiords without compromising the comforts of home
on your expeditions. A Haines Hunter hard top can be specified up with
everything you need for an extended stay on the water so you can
enjoy a civilised existence - far from civilisation! Hard tops also offer
superior all-round visibility in all conditions and can provide lock-up
security whether on the water or when stored on dry land.

S O F T TO P FAMILY

SF545

SF485

SF545LE

L I M IT E D E D IT ION

SF485 SPORT FISHER / 5.22M LOA

SF545 SPORT FISHER / 5.95M LOA

SF545 SPORT FISHER LE / 5.95M LOA

Easy to tow, easy to launch. The perfect ‘big’

Based on the popular SF535, this boat is

If you’re looking for an edge in style,

little boat with the best riding hull on the

bigger, tougher, more refined, and filled to

functionality and cockpit space, this model’s

market hands down.

the gunnels with Haines Hunter DNA.

Limited Edition upgrades make it very special.

Overall Length

5.22m

Overall Length

Hull Length

4.85m

Beam

2.06m

Deadrise
Recommended HP
Dry Hull Weight

17°
50-70hp
520kg

5.95m

Overall Length

Hull Length

5.45m

Hull Length

5.45m

Beam

2.24m

Beam

2.24m

Deadrise
Recommended HP
Dry Hull Weight

21°
100-150hp
700kg

5.95m

Deadrise
Recommended HP
Dry Hull Weight

21°
100-150hp
700kg

On Trailer Measurements (including engine tilted)

On Trailer Measurements (including engine tilted)

On Trailer Measurements (including engine tilted)

Overall Length

6.00m

Overall Length

7.00m

Overall Length

Width

2.20m

Width

2.30m

Width

2.30m

Overall Height to Top

2.30m

Overall Height to Top

2.30m

Overall Height to Top
Standard Towing Weight

2.10m
850kg

Towing Weight will vary with trailer type and motor selection.

Standard Towing Weight

1350kg

Standard Towing Weight

7.00m

1350kg

SF635

SF660

SF725

SF635 SPORT FISHER / 6.76M LOA

SF660 SPORT FISHER LE / 7.35M LOA

SF725 SPORT FISHER / 7.50M LOA

Whether it’s bluewater fishing trips or

Perfectly suited to serious fishing trips, no

The freedom of a soft top in a large trailer

relaxing family weekends on the water,

other boat this size comes close to matching

boat gives the SF725 huge appeal without

the SF635 can do it all.

its blue water handling characteristics.

compromising any of its overnighting potential.

Overall Length

6.76m

Overall Length

7.35m

Overall Length

Hull Length

6.35m

Hull Length

6.60m

Hull Length

7.25m

Beam

2.34m

Beam

2.45m

Beam

2.50m

Deadrise
Recommended HP

21°
150–200hp

Deadrise
Recommended HP
Dry Hull Weight

21°
200-225hp
1051kg

7.50m

Deadrise
Recommended HP
Dry Hull Weight

21°
225–300hp
1400kg

On Trailer Measurements (including engine tilted)

On Trailer Measurements (including engine tilted)

On Trailer Measurements (including engine tilted)

Overall Length

7.50m

Overall Length

8.40m

Overall Length

8.65m

Width

2.40m

Width

2.50m

Width

2.50m

Overall Height to Top

2.30m

Overall Height to Top

2.50m

Overall Height to Top

2.55m

Standard Towing Weight

1800kg

Standard Towing Weight

1850kg

Standard Towing Weight

2500kg

HA R D TO P FAMILY

SP635

SS660

SE725

SP635 SPORT PURSUIT / 6.76M LOA

SS660 SPORT SEDAN / 7.35M LOA

SE725 SPORT EURO / 7.50M LOA

Whether it’s bluewater fishing trips or

Hardtop with 50-knot performance and

Nothing compares to the SE725. An enclosed,

relaxing family weekends on the water,

impeccable build quality. Big on performance

lockable hardtop, bi-fold doors seal the cabin

the SP635 can do it all.

with spacious interior and cockpit.

providing protection from the elements.

Overall Length

6.76m

Overall Length

7.35m

Overall Length

Hull Length

6.35m

Hull Length

6.60m

Hull Length

7.25m

Beam

2.34m

Beam

2.45m

Beam

2.50m

Deadrise
Recommended HP

21°
150–200hp

Deadrise
Recommended HP
Dry Hull Weight

21°
200-225hp
1051kg

7.50m

Deadrise
Recommended HP
Dry Hull Weight

21°
225–300hp
1450kg

On Trailer Measurements (including engine tilted)

On Trailer Measurements (including engine tilted)

On Trailer Measurements (including engine tilted)

Overall Length

7.50m

Overall Length

8.40m

Overall Length

8.65m

Width

2.40m

Width

2.50m

Width

2.50m

Overall Height to Top

2.85m

Overall Height to Top

2.90m

Overall Height to Top

2.95m

Standard Towing Weight

Towing Weight will vary with trailer type and motor selection.

1850kg

Standard Towing Weight

2500kg

TR U E M EAS U R E

SP725

SS725
Hull Length 7.25m = 725
Overall Length 7.50m

While many boat manufacturers include

SP725 SPORT PURSUIT / 7.50M LOA

SS725 SPORT SEDAN / 7.50M LOA

A spacious hardtop with open plan layout, it’s

Now we’re talking serious blue water

a water sport enthusiast’s dream. No other

expeditions. The open hardtop and enclosed

trailer boat comes close to its versatility.

forward cabin sets you up for adventure.

overhangs in the measure of their boats,
Haines Hunter will only ever give you what
we call True Measure. For example, if you
purchase a Haines Hunter 725, it will measure

Overall Length

7.50m

Overall Length

7.50m

Hull Length

7.25m

Hull Length

7.25m

Beam

2.50m

Beam

2.50m
225–300hp
1450kg

2.50m

Width

2.50m

Overall Height to Top

2.95m

Overall Height to Top

2.95m

–

Standard Towing Weight

2500kg
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On Trailer Measurements (including engine tilted)

Overall Length

A

On Trailer Measurements (including engine tilted)

5 YEAR

Dry Hull Weight

Haines Hunter.

LAND –

1450kg

Recommended HP

21°

HAIN

Dry Hull Weight

225–300hp

Deadrise

you get more boat for your money with a

EA

Recommended HP

21°

include the bowsprit. At the end of the day,

Z

Deadrise

7.25 metres from bow to the stern and not

FAC TORY O PTIO NS

C U STO M I SATI O N

CO LO U R S

U P H O LSTE RY

Every Haines Hunter comes with an
exceptionally wide range of features fitted
standard. However, you can also add a
fantastic selection of factory fitted options.
From mahogany steering wheels to a range
of flooring options; from fishing electronics
to water sports equipment. For more
information, visit haineshunter.co.nz or
talk to your authorised dealer.

Every Haines Hunter model is available
in a choice of colours. From the classic
Haines Hunter navy to black or white.
Why not choose a colour to suit your
individuality? You can even colour code
your bimini, road cover and upholstery
to match or contrast the colour you’ve
selected for your boat.

One thing that can sometimes be overlooked
when buying a new boat is upholstery.
It always looks good when it’s new, but with
Haines Hunter, you know the upholstery
will last a lifetime and seating will retain
its shape. That’s because we go the extra
distance to source the highest quality,
longest lasting upholstery and cushioning.
A choice of single or dual colour upholstery
combinations are available.

DISCOV ER MORE AT W WW.HA I NES HU NTER .CO. N Z

LE GAS EA . F I S H F O R TH E P E O P LE .

HAI N E S H U NTE R AP PAR E L
Now you can look as smart as your
new boat! Hats, singlets, T-shirts and
hoodies – check out the great range of
Haines Hunter apparel in the shop at
haineshunter.co.nz/shop

HAI N E S H U NTE R N Z OW N E R S
G R O U P O N FAC E B O O K
Join the Haines Hunter tribe on Facebook.
Run independently by owners and fans,
search for “Haines Hunter Owners NZ”
and be part of a like-minded group that
loves boating.
HAI N E S H U NTE R S O C IAL M E D IA
facebook.com/haineshunternz
#haineshunternz

Anyone that champions our fisheries
and marine environment is a friend of
Haines Hunter. That’s why we support
LegaSea. As a Platinum Partner,
Haines Hunter funding helps with
communication, social engagement and
campaigns that aim to replenish depleted
fisheries and protect healthy ones.
LegaSea campaigns that have contributed
to the sustainability of fisheries
experiencing species decline include:
Save our Snapper, the Crayfish Crisis and
the ‘I Fish. I Care. I Vote.‘ campaign that
elevated fisheries management to an
election issue in 2017.
The Haines Hunter sponsorship of
LegaSea helps ensure 100% of public
donations go towards building sustainable
fisheries, support recreational fishers,
and fuel the LegaSea mission of building
abundant fisheries for both current and
future generations of Kiwis.

www.legasea.co.nz

T H E RI DE JUS T GE T S BE T TER

D IS COV E R M O R E AT W WW.HA INESHUNT ER.CO.NZ
Specifications, features, and equipment in this catalogue are based upon information available at
the time of publication. Haines Hunter reserves the right to make changes at any time, without
notice, to colours, specifications, accessories, materials, and models. For additional information,
please contact your authorised Haines Hunter dealer. © 2021 Haines Hunter Ltd. The Haines Hunter
logo and “The Ride Just Gets Better” are registered trademarks of Haines Hunter Ltd. 204625

facebook.com/haineshunternz

#haineshunternz

